Pumpkins, bats and ghosts, oh my! The classroom will have a spooky feeling this week as we celebrate
Halloween. The learners will sort big and small pumpkins, get their hands messy in a spooky sensory activity
and play “Bat, Bat, Spider”. They will also do a variety of Halloween-themed crafts and fine motor activities.
Letter of the week: Pp
Number of the week: 6
Colour of the week: black
Shape of the week: pentagon
Prepare for this week by printing:
“Pumpkins, Bats and Ghosts, Oh My!” worksheets (1 per learner)
Pumpkin Picture Set (1 per class)
Halloween Action Cards (1 per class)
Jack-o-Lantern Feeling Picture Set (1 per class)
Halloween Rhyming Picture Set (1 per class)
Material List:

-

10 plastic spiders
Fake spider web/white cloth
Large bowl
Cooked noodles
Small textured objects
(i.e. cotton balls, beans)

-

Small pumpkins
Paper plates
Orange felt
White string
Bowling set
Variety of black items

-

Golf tees
Toy hammer
Large elastics
Masking tape
Large googly eyes
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PUMPKINS, BATS AND GHOSTS, OH MY - MONDAY
LETTER ACTIVITY Letter Pp Painting

To start the week the learners will paint the letter of the week – P.
Preparation:

None

Materials:

“Letter Pp Painting” worksheet, paint, paint brushes

Steps:

The learners will complete the worksheet by painting all of the Ps.

Instructions:

“Paint each letter P”, “Try another paint colour”

NUMBER ACTIVITY: Six Spiders on the Web

6 creepy spiders on the web!
Preparation:

Lay fake spider web or a white cloth on the floor.

Materials:

10 plastic spiders, fake spider web or a white cloth

Steps:

The learners will take turns counting out six spiders out of the larger set, putting them onto
the “web” as they count.

Instructions:

“Count six spiders”, “Put the spiders on the web”

COLOUR ACTIVITY: A Bag Full of Black

This group activity is a great opportunity for learners to explore the colour of the week – black!
Preparation:

Put multiple black items into an opaque bag (at least 1 item per learner)

Materials:

“Black Bag”

Steps:

The learners will sit in a circle on the floor and take turns pulling items out of the bag.
Encourage the learners to identify the items receptively or expressively (depending
on their skill level)

Instructions:

“Put your hand in the bag”, “Pull something out”, “Pick something”, “Touch the ___”,
“What is this?”

SHAPE ACTIVITY: Pentagon Peek-a-Boo

Peek-a-Boo, it’s a Pentagon!
Preparation:

Cut 10 large ghosts out of white construction paper and draw a face on each. Cut 10 different
shapes out of black construction paper (half of which are pentagons; be sure there is at least
one pentagon per learner). If possible, laminate the pictures for use again later in the week
and in the future.

Materials:

White paper ghosts, black paper shapes

Steps:

While the learners are sitting in a group on the floor, place three shape cards on the floor
(one must be a pentagon) and cover each with a ghost paper. Instruct the first learner to lift
one of the ghosts to see what shape is underneath. As the learner lifts the paper, say “peek a
BOO!”. Once the shape has been revealed prompt the learner to receptively or expressively
identify the shape. If it is a pentagon, the learner will keep the shape. If it is not a pentagon,
they will lift another ghost paper.

Instructions:

“Sit on the floor”, “Say Peek a BOO”, “Lift up the paper”, “Is it a pentagon?”

LANGUAGE ACTIVITY: Let’s Make a Jack-o-Lantern!

In this activity, the learners will work together to make jack-o-lantern faces.
Preparation:

Cut a large pumpkin out of orange construction paper. Cut a variety of shapes (for eyes and
nose) and mouths out of black construction paper. If possible, laminate the shapes for use
again later in the week and in the future.

Materials:

Paper pumpkin and jack-o-lantern shapes.

Steps:

Place the pumpkin on the table/floor in front of the learners. Lay the shapes and mouths
out beside the pumpkin. The first learner will pick one shape and place it on the pumpkin for
the first eye. The activity will continue with the learners taking turns adding the other eye,
nose and mouth. Remove the pieces, then have the learners do it again!

Instructions:

“Pick an eye for the pumpkin”, “Pick another eye”, “Pick a nose”, “Pick a mouth”, “Put it on
the pumpkin”

EXPLORATION ACTIVITY: Spooky Touch and Feel

Touch and feel if you dare!
Preparation:

Prepare noodles in advance by cooking them then letting them cool. Store them in a container
or bag. At the beginning of the activity, put the noodles and small textured objects into a bowl.

Materials:

Bowl, cooked noodles, small textured objects would be fun for the learners to feel and touch,
i.e. cotton balls, seeds, beans, candies, small toy spiders etc.

Steps:

The learners will take turns closing their eyes then reaching into the bowl to touch and feel the
objects.

Instructions:

“Close your eyes”, “Put your hand in the bowl”, “What does it feel like?”, “Is it slimy?”, “Is it
gooey?”

PEER INTERACTION ACTIVTY: Bat, Bat, Spider

The learners will play the classic game of Duck, Duck, Goose but with a Halloween twist!
Preparation:

None

Materials:

None

Steps:

The learners will sit in a circle while one of the learners will walk around the circle tapping
their peers head saying, “bat, bat, spider”. The learner will pick one of the peers to be the
next horse.

Instructions:

“Sit in a circle”, “Say bat, bat, spider”

FINE MOTOR ACTIVITY: Spider Web Lacing Craft

The learners will create a spider web.
Preparation:

Cut the middle out of paper plates (1 per learner) then punch holes around the perimeter
of each plate.

Materials:

Paper plates, black paint, paint brushes, white string/yarn

Steps:

The learners will paint the outer part of the paper plate black then lace the white string
through the holes and across the plate to create a spider web craft.

Instructions:

“Paint the plate black”, “Pull the string through the hole”, “Pull it all the way across the plate
and into another hole”, “Finish making your spider web”

GROSS MOTOR ACTIVITY: Pumpkin Hopping!

The learners will have fun moving around the room and jumping over the pumpkins that are on the classroom floor.
Preparation:

Cut 10 pumpkins out of orange felt.

Materials:

Felt pumpkins or small toy/real pumpkins

Steps:

The learners will move around the classroom, jumping over 2D and 3D pumpkins that are
placed on the floor.

Instructions:

“Don’t step on the pumpkins”, “Jump over the pumpkins!”

PUMPKINS, BATS AND GHOSTS, OH MY - TUESDAY

LETTER ACTIVITY: Letter Pp Spiders

The learners will start the week by completing a themed worksheet.
Preparation:

None.

Materials:

“Letter Pp Spiders” worksheet, colouring tools (i.e. crayons, markers)

Steps:

The learners will complete the worksheet by colouring the spiders that have the letter P on
them and crossing out the rest of the spiders.

Instructions:

“Colour the spiders that have the letter P”, “Cross out the other spiders”

NUMBER ACTIVITY: Six Witch Hats

What do you see? 6 black witch hats!
Preparation:

None.

Materials:

“Six Witch Hats” worksheets, colouring tools (crayons, markers etc.)

Steps:

The learners will colour the worksheets black and colour the numbers orange.

Instructions:

“How many witches do you see?”, “Colour the witch hats black”, “Colour the numbers orange”

COLOUR ACTIVITY: We Can Spell Black!

In this group activity, the learners will work together or take turns arranging 2D letters to spell the word “black”
Preparation:

Create two sets of letter cards by printing the letters B,L,A,C K on cue cards (1 letter per card,
writing each letter twice)

Materials:

BLACK letter cards (x2)

Steps:

Lay one set of the letter cards in correct order on the floor in front of the learners. The learners
will work together to spell the word “black” by matching the letters to the model on the floor.
Once the learners have spelled the colour word, read the letters aloud
(“B-L-A-C-K”).

Instructions:

“Look at these letters! B-L-A-C-K. This spells black!”, “Your turn, use the letters to spell black”,
“Start with B”, “Find the letter B”, “What comes next?”

SHAPE ACTIVITY: Pentagon Collage

The learners will create a pentagon collage with a variety of different coloured pentagons.
Preparation:

Cut pentagons out of a variety of different coloured construction paper (at least 5 per learner)

Materials:

Paper pentagons, glue, white paper

Steps:

The learners will glue a variety of coloured pentagons onto a piece of white paper to create
a collage.

Instructions:

“Glue a pentagon onto the paper”, “Glue on another one”

LANGUAGE ACTIVITY: Big Pumpkins, Small Pumpkins

The learners will practice sorting pictures of big and small pumpkins.
Preparation:

If you haven’t already, print and cut out the Pumpkin Picture Set. If possible, laminate the
pictures for use again this week or again in the future.

Materials:

Pumpkin Picture Set

Steps:

The learners will take turns sorting the pumpkin pictures into piles of big pumpkins and small
pumpkins.

Instructions:

“Sort the pumpkins”, “Put the big pumpkins in this pile”, “Put the small pumpkins in this pile”

EXPLORATION ACTIVITY: Spider Web Slime

Touch and feel if you dare!
Preparation:

At the beginning of the activity, put the noodles and small textured objects into a bowl.

Materials:

Bowl, cooked noodles, small textured objects would be fun for the learners to feel and touch,
i.e. cotton balls, seeds, beans, candies, small toy spiders etc.

Steps:

The learners will take turns closing their eyes then reaching into the bowl to touch and feel the
objects.

Instructions:

“Close your eyes”, “Put your hand in
the bowl”, “What does it feel like?”,
“Is it slimy?”, “Is it gooey?”

PEER INTERACTION ACTIVITY: Pumpkin Bowling

Bowling with a Halloween twist!
Preparation:

None.

Materials:

Small pumpkins (real or fake), bowling pins or stacks of blocks

Steps:

The learners will practice rolling the small pumpkin to hit over the bowling pins/blocks

Instructions:

“Roll the pumpkin”, “Try and hit the bowling pins/blocks”

FINE MOTOR ACTIVITY: Pumpkin Peg Board

In this activity, the learners will use a pumpkin as a peg board.
Preparation:

Poke golf tee sized-holes in a pumpkin using a
hammer, then remove the golf tees.

Materials:

Pumpkin, golf tees, toy hammer, large elastics

Steps:

The learners will take turns pushing golf tees into
the holes in the pumpkin, tapping them in with a
toy hammer. Then, the learners will take turns
stretching elastics over the golf tees

Instructions:

“Pick up the peg”, “Push it in to the hole”, “Use all of your fingers”, “Stretch the elastic over
the pegs”, “Pull it all the way to this peg”

GROSS MOTOR ACTIVITY: Halloween Actions

Roll like a pumpkin, fly like a bat!
Preparation:

Cut out the Halloween Action Cards. If possible, laminate the pictures for use again later in
the week and in the future.

Materials:

Halloween Action Cards

Steps:

The learners will take turns choosing a card from a set of action cards then modeling the
action on the card for their peers to copy.

Instructions:

“Pick a card”, “Show us the action”, “Do what ____ is doing!”

PUMPKINS, BATS AND GHOSTS, OH MY - WEDNESDAY

LETTER ACTIVITY: Pp is for Pumpkin

For this activity, the learners will practice tracing the letter of the week.
Preparation:

None

Materials:

“Pp is for Pumpkin” worksheet, pencil, colouring tools (i.e. crayons or markers)

Steps:

The learners will trace the letter Ps then colour the pumpkin shown on the worksheet.

Instructions:

“Trace the letter P”, “Colour the pumpkin”

NUMBER ACTIVITY: Six Pumpkins on the Grass

6 orange pumpkins sitting on the grass!
Preparation:

Write “6 Pumpkins on the Grass” at the top of the paper. Cut pumpkins out of orange
construction paper (6 per learner)

Materials:

“6 Pumpkins on the Grass” paper, orange pumpkins, glue, colouring tools (i.e. crayons,
markers), green watercolour paint, paint brushes

Steps:

First, the learners will paint the page green. Next, the learners will glue each pumpkin onto
the page then draw faces on the pumpkins.

Instructions:

“Paint the worksheet”, “Glue 6 pumpkins on the paper”, “Draw a face on the pumpkins”

COLOUR ACTIVITY: A Bag Full of Black

This group activity is a great opportunity for learners
to explore the colour of the week – black!
Preparation:

None.

Materials:

“Black Bag”

Steps:

The learners will sit in a circle on the floor and take turns pulling items out of the bag.
Encourage the learners to identify the items receptively or expressively (depending
on their skill level)

Instructions:

“Put your hand in the bag”, “Pull something out”, “Pick something”, “Touch the ___”,
“What is this?”

SHAPE ACTIVITY: Pentagon Peek-a-Boo

Peek-a-Boo, it’s a Pentagon!
Preparation:

None.

Materials:

White paper ghosts, black paper shapes

Steps:

While the learners are sitting in a group on the floor, place three shape cards on the floor
(one must be a pentagon) and cover each with a ghost paper. Instruct the first learner to lift
one of the ghosts to see what shape is underneath. As the learner lifts the paper, say “peek a
BOO!”. Once the shape has been revealed prompt the learner to receptively or expressively
identify the shape. If it is a pentagon, the learner will keep the shape. If it is not a pentagon
they will lift another ghost paper.

Instructions:

“Sit on the floor”, “Say Peek a BOO”, “Lift

LANGUAGE ACTIVITY: Let’s Make a Jack-o-Lantern!

In this activity, the learners will work together to make jack-o-lantern faces.
Preparation:

None.

Materials:

Paper pumpkin and jack-o-lantern shapes.

Steps:

Place the pumpkin on the table/floor in front of the learners. Lay the shapes and mouths
out beside the pumpkin. The first learner will pick one shape and place it on the pumpkin for
the first eye. The activity will continue with the learners taking turns adding the other eye,
nose and mouth. Remove the pieces, then have the learners do it again!

Instructions:

“Pick an eye for the pumpkin”, “Pick another eye”, “Pick a nose”, “Pick a mouth”, “Put it on
the pumpkin”

EXPLORATION ACTIVITY: Spooky Touch and Feel

Touch and feel if you dare!
Preparation:

At the beginning of the activity, put the noodles and small textured objects into a bowl.

Materials:

Bowl, cooked noodles, small textured objects would be fun for the learners to feel and touch,
i.e. cotton balls, seeds, beans, candies, small toy spiders etc.

Steps:

The learners will take turns closing their eyes then reaching into the bowl to touch and feel the
objects.

Instructions:

“Close your eyes”, “Put your hand in the bowl”, “What does it feel like?”, “Is it slimy?”, “Is it
gooey?”

PEER INTERACTION ACTIVTY: Bat, Bat, Spider

The learners will play the classic game of Duck, Duck, Goose but with a Halloween twist!
Preparation:

None

Materials:

None

Steps:

The learners will sit in a circle while one of the learners will walk around the circle tapping
their peers head saying, “bat, bat, spider”. The learner will pick one of the peers to be the
next horse.

Instructions:

“Sit in a circle”, “Say bat, bat, spider”

FINE MOTOR ACTIVITY: Mummy Craft

Look, a scary mummy!
Preparation:

Cut white circles and black circles out of
paper (2 of each for each learner). Make
one example of the craft shown here.

Materials:

Paper plates, white and black paper circles,
black paint, masking tape,

Steps:

The learners will paint the paper plate black, then glue on the white and black circles to make
the eyes. Next, the learners will stick the stripes of masking tape onto the plate, without
covering the eyes, to complete the mummy craft.

Instructions:

“Paint the plate black”, “Glue on the white circles”, “Now glue on the black circles”, “Now
stick on the tape to make the mummy”

GROSS MOTOR ACTIVITY: Pumpkin Hopping!

The learners will have fun moving around the room and jumping over the pumpkins that are on the classroom floor.
Preparation:

Cut 10 pumpkins out of orange felt.

Materials:

Felt pumpkins or small toy/real pumpkins

Steps:

The learners will move around the classroom, jumping over 2D and 3D pumpkins that are
placed on the floor.

Instructions:

“Don’t step on the pumpkins”, “Jump over the pumpkins!”

PUMPKINS, BATS AND GHOSTS, OH MY - THURSDAY

LETTER ACTIVITY: Letter Pp Finger Painting

It’s time for some finger painting!
Preparation:

None

Materials:

Black construction paper, white paint

Steps:

The learners will practice finger painting the letter P on black paper with white paint.

Instructions:

“Fingerpaint the letter P”

NUMBER ACTIVITY: Six Spiders on the Web

6 creepy spiders on the web!
Preparation:

Lay fake spider web or a white cloth on the floor.

Materials:

10 plastic spiders, fake spider web or a white cloth

Steps:

The learners will take turns counting out six spiders out of
the larger set, putting them onto the “web” as they count.

Instructions:

“Count six spiders”, “Put the spiders on the web”

COLOUR ACTIVITY: We Can Spell Black!

In this group activity, the learners will work together or take turns arranging 2D letters to spell the word “black”
Preparation:

None.

Materials:

BLACK letter cards (x2)

Steps:

Lay one set of the letter cards in correct order on the floor in front of the learners. The learners
will work together to spell the word “black” by matching the letters to the model on the floor.
Once the learners have spelled the colour word, read the letters aloud
(“B-L-A-C-K”).

Instructions:

“Look at these letters! B-L-A-C-K. This spells black!”, “Your turn, use the letters to spell black”,
“Start with B”, “Find the letter B”, “What comes next?”

SHAPE ACTIVITY: Pentagons Have 5 Sides

In this activity, learners will create a pentagon by using strips of construction paper.
Preparation:

Cut strips out of 5 different colours of paper (the same length as the sides of the pentagon
shown on the worksheet, 1 of each colour per learner)

Materials:

“Pentagons have 5 Sides” worksheet, strips of paper, glue, colouring tools (i.e. crayons,
markers)

Steps:

First, the learners will trace the pentagon, then glue a strip of construction paper along each
of the lines. As a group, count the sides of the pentagon.

Instructions:

“Trace along the dotted lines”, “Pick up strip of paper”, “Glue the strip of paper on the line”

LANGUAGE ACTIVITY: Big Pumpkins, Small Pumpkins

The learners will practice sorting pictures of big and small pumpkins.
Preparation:

If you haven’t already, print and cut out the Pumpkin Picture Set. If possible, laminate the
pictures for use again this week or again in the future.

Materials:

Pumpkin Picture Set

Steps:

The learners will take turns sorting the pumpkin pictures into piles of big pumpkins and small
pumpkins.

Instructions:

“Sort the pumpkins”, “Put the big pumpkins in this pile”, “Put the small pumpkins in this pile”

EXPLORATION ACTIVITY: Spooky Touch and Feel

Touch and feel if you dare!
Preparation:

At the beginning of the activity, put the noodles and small textured objects into a bowl.

Materials:

Bowl, cooked noodles, small textured objects would be fun for the learners to feel and touch,
i.e. cotton balls, seeds, beans, candies, small toy spiders etc.

Steps:

The learners will take turns closing their eyes then reaching into the bowl to touch and feel the
objects.

Instructions:

“Close your eyes”, “Put your hand in the bowl”, “What does it feel like?”, “Is it slimy?”, “Is it
gooey?”

PEER INTERACTION ACTIVITY: Pumpkin Bowling

Bowling with a Halloween twist!
Preparation:

None.

Materials:

Small pumpkins (real or fake), bowling pins or stacks of blocks

Steps:

The learners will practice rolling the small pumpkin to hit over the bowling pins/blocks

Instructions:

“Roll the pumpkin”, “Try and hit the bowling pins/blocks”

FINE MOTOR ACTIVITY: Pumpkin Peg Board

In this activity, the learners will use a pumpkin as a peg board.
Preparation:

None.

Materials:

Pumpkin (with holes), golf tees, toy hammer, large elastics

Steps:

The learners will take turns pushing golf tees into the holes in the pumpkin, tapping them in
with a toy hammer. Then, the learners will take turns stretching elastics over the golf tees

Instructions:

“Pick up the peg”, “Push it in to the hole”, “Use all of your fingers”, “Stretch the elastic over
the pegs”, “Pull it all the way to this peg”

GROSS MOTOR ACTIVITY: Halloween Actions

Roll like a pumpkin, fly like a bat!
Preparation:

None.

Materials:

Halloween Action Cards

Steps:

The learners will take turns choosing a card from a set of action cards then modeling the
action on the card for their peers to copy.

Instructions:

“Pick a card”, “Show us the action”, “Do what ____ is doing!”

PUMPKINS, BATS AND GHOSTS, OH MY - FRIDAY

LETTER ACTIVITY: Letter Pp Witches Cauldrons

The learners will finish the week by completing a themed worksheet.
Preparation:

None.

Materials:

“Letter Pp Witches Cauldrons” worksheet, colouring tools (i.e. crayons, markers)

Steps:

The learners will complete the worksheet by colouring the cauldrons that have the letter P on
them and crossing out the rest of the cauldrons.

Instructions:

“Colour the cauldrons that have the letter P”, “Cross out the other cauldrons”

NUMBER ACTIVITY: Six Ghosts in the Sky

How many ghosts do you see in the sky? 6!
Preparation:

Cut ghosts out of white paper (6 per learner).

Materials:

Paper ghosts, black construction paper, black and white colouring tools (i.e. crayons, markers)

Steps:

The learners will glue the ghosts onto a piece of black construction paper, then use a black
colouring tool to draw a face on each ghost. Next the learners will use a white colouring tool to
draw a moon and stars onto the page around the ghosts. Once the craft is complete, practice
counting the ghosts.

Instructions:

“Glue the ghosts onto the page”, “Draw a face on each ghost”, “Draw the moon”, “Draw
stars”, “Let’s count the ghosts… 1, 2, 3…”

COLOUR ACTIVITY: Black Bat Sponge Painting

Today, the learners will sponge paint a picture of a bat.
Preparation:

None

Materials:

“Black Bat Sponge Painting” worksheet, sponges, black paint, large googly eyes (or eyes cut
out of white paper), glue

Steps:

The learners will use sponges to paint the bat on the worksheet.

Instructions:

“Dip the sponge in the paint”, “Paint the bat”

SHAPE ACTIVITY: Pentagon Peek-a-Boo

Peek-a-Boo it’s a Pentagon!
Preparation:

None

Materials:

White paper ghosts, black paper shapes

Steps:

While the learners are sitting in a group on the floor, place three shape cards on the floor
(one must be a pentagon) and cover each with a ghost paper. Instruct the first learner to lift
one of the ghosts to see what shape is underneath. As the learner lifts the paper, say “peek a
BOO!”. Once the shape has been revealed prompt the learner to receptively or expressively
identify the shape. If it is a pentagon, the learner will keep the shape. If it is not a pentagon,
they will lift another ghost paper.

Instructions:

“Sit on the floor”, “Say Peek a BOO”, “Lift

LANGUAGE ACTIVITY: My Halloween Costume

What are the learners going to be for Halloween? Let’s find out!
Preparation:

None

Materials:

“My Halloween Costume” worksheet, pencils, coloring tools (i.e. crayons, markers)

Steps:

The learners will complete a worksheet by drawing and colouring pictures of themselves
wearing costumes. Fill in the sentence with the name of the costume with dotted line letters.
The learners will trace the letters.

Instructions:

“What are you going to dress up as for Halloween?”, “Draw a picture of yourself in a costume”,
“Colour the picture”, “This says, I’m dressed up like a ____!”, “Trace the letters”

EXPLORATION ACTIVITY: Spooky Touch and Feel

Touch and feel if you dare!
Preparation:

At the beginning of the activity, put the noodles and small textured objects into a bowl.

Materials:

Bowl, cooked noodles, small textured objects would be fun for the learners to feel and touch,
i.e. cotton balls, seeds, beans, candies, small toy spiders etc.

Steps:

The learners will take turns closing their eyes then reaching into the bowl to touch and feel the
objects.

Instructions:

“Close your eyes”, “Put your hand in the bowl”, “What does it feel like?”, “Is it slimy?”, “Is it
gooey?”

PEER INTERACTION ACTIVTY: Bat, Bat, Spider

The learners will play the classic game of Duck, Duck, Goose but with a Halloween twist!
Preparation:

None

Materials:

None

Steps:

The learners will sit in a circle while one of the learners will walk around the circle tapping
their peers head saying, “bat, bat, spider”. The learner will pick one of the peers to be the
next horse.

Instructions:

“Sit in a circle”, “Say bat, bat, spider”

FINE MOTOR ACTIVITY: Fluffy Ghost Craft

Spooky fluffy ghosts!
Preparation:

Cut ghosts out of white paper. Cut circles out of black constriction paper for the ghost eyes
(2 per learner). Cut a smile out of black construction paper (1 per learner).

Materials:

Paper ghosts, black paper eyes and mouths, cotton balls, glue

Steps:

The learners will glue cotton balls onto the ghost until the entire ghost is covered. Then the
learners will glue 2 black circles as the ghost eyes and a smile on the ghost.

Instructions:

“Glue the cotton balls on”, “Glue the eyes on the ghost”, “Glue the mouth on the ghost”

GROSS MOTOR ACTIVITY: Pumpkin Hopping!

The learners will have fun moving around the room and jumping over the pumpkins that are on the classroom floor.
Preparation:

Cut 10 pumpkins out of orange felt.

Materials:

Felt pumpkins or small toy/real pumpkins

Steps:

The learners will move around the classroom, jumping over 2D and 3D pumpkins that are
placed on the floor.

Instructions:

“Don’t step on the pumpkins”,
“Jump over the pumpkins!”

PUMPKINS - CIRCLE TIME SONGS + BOOKS

Ten Trick-or-Treaters by Janet Schulman

Boo! Touch and Feel by Alphaprints

Where is Baby’s Pumpkin? By Karen Katz

Halloween Baby Touch and Feel by Dawn Sirett

Boo! By Leslie Patricelli

Llama Llama Trick or Treat by Anna Dewdney

Here comes Halloween! By Caroline Jayne Church

Halloween is Coming by Cal Everett

Monster, Monster
(Have the learners follow the actions)
Monster, monster touch the ground
Monster, monster turn around
Monster, monster reach up high
Monster, monster touch the sky
Monster, monster touch your nose
Monster, monster grab your toes
Monster, monster touch your knees
Monster, monster sit down please!

The Hungry Hairy Spider
(to the tune of Itsy, Bitsy Spider)
He’s the biggest spider, that I’ve ever seen
he eats all my candy, every Halloween!
The hungry hairy spider crawls across the floor
Looks me in the eye and says “more, more, more!”

Five Little Pumpkins
Five little pumpkins sitting on a gate
The first one said, "Oh, my it's getting late"
The second one said, "There are witches in the air"
The third one said, "But we don't care"
The fourth one said, "Let's run and run and run"
The fifth one said, "We're ready for some fun"
Then "Ooh" went the wind and out went the lights
And the five little pumpkins rolled out of sight

PUMPKINS - CIRCLE TIME ACTIVITIES

LANGUAGE ACTIVITY: Jack-o-Lantern Feelings

How do the jack-o-lanterns feel?
Preparation:

If you haven’t already, print and cut out the Jack-o-Lantern Feeling Picture Set. If possible,
laminate the pictures for use again this week and in the future.

Materials:

Jack-o-Lantern Feeling Picture Set

Steps:

The learners will take turns receptively or expressively identifying the emotion shown on the
jack-o-lantern. For receptive identification, place 3 or more pictures on the floor then instruct
the learner to touch the pumpkin showing the specific emotion (i.e. “touch the pumpkin that is
happy”). For expressive identification, the learner will pick a picture out of a pile then follow
instructions to label the emotion shown on the jack-o-lantern (i.e. “how does this pumpkin
feel?”.

Instructions:

“Touch the pumpkin that is ___”, “’How does this pumpkin feel?”

LANGUAGE ACTIVITY: Walk Around the Pumpkin

This fun activity will have the learners up and moving!
Preparation:

None

Materials:

Pumpkin

Steps:

Place the pumpkin in the middle of the circle of learners. The learners will stand up then
follow instructions to travel around the pumpkin (all in the same direction) in different ways.
Sing the following verses to the tune of The More We Get Together: “Let’s walk around the
pumpkin, the pumpkin, the pumpkin. Let’s walk around the pumpkin, it’s Halloween time!”.
Repeat with different types of movements such as stomping, marching, tiptoeing, galloping,
jumping etc.

Instructions:

“Let’s walk around the pumpkin”, “Let’s jump around the pumpkin”

LANGUAGE ACTIVITY: Halloween Rhyming

What rhymes with bat? Let’s find out!
Preparation:

If you haven’t already, print and cut out the Halloween Rhyming Picture Set. If possible,
laminate the pictures for use again this week and in the future.

Materials:

Halloween Rhyming Picture Set

Steps:

Hold up one picture and place three pictures on the ground (including the one that rhymes
with the picture you’re holding up). Label the picture you are holding up as well as the three
on the floor. The learners will receptively identify the picture that matches the picture being
held up.

Instructions:

“Cat…moon…bat…boat”, “Which word rhymes with cat?”

